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SUMMARY
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are event-based systems that rely on the collective eﬀort of several sensor
nodes. Reliable event detection at the sink is based on collective information provided by the sensor nodes
and not on any individual sensor data. Hence, conventional end-to-end reliability deﬁnitions and solutions
are inapplicable in the WSN regime and would only lead to a waste of scarce sensor resources. Moreover,
the reliability objective of WSN must be achieved within a certain real-time delay bound posed by the
application. Therefore, the WSN paradigm necessitates a collective delay-constrained event-to-sink
reliability notion rather than the traditional end-to-end reliability approaches. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no transport protocol solution which addresses both reliability and real-time delay
bound requirements of WSN simultaneously.
In this paper, the delay aware reliable transport (DART) protocol is presented for WSN. The objective
of the DART protocol is to timely and reliably transport event features from the sensor ﬁeld to the sink
with minimum energy consumption. In this regard, the DART protocol simultaneously addresses
congestion control and timely event transport reliability objectives in WSN. In addition to its eﬃcient
congestion detection and control algorithms, it incorporates the time critical event ﬁrst (TCEF) scheduling
mechanism to meet the application-speciﬁc delay bounds at the sink node. Importantly, the algorithms of
the DART protocol mainly run on resource rich sink node, with minimal functionality required at resource
constrained sensor nodes. Furthermore, the DART protocol can accommodate multiple concurrent event
occurrences in a wireless sensor ﬁeld. Performance evaluation via simulation experiments show that the
DART protocol achieves high performance in terms of real-time communication requirements, reliable
event detection and energy consumption in WSN. Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are, in general, comprised of large number of low-cost, lowpower, multifunctional sensor nodes which collaboratively work towards achieving the
application-speciﬁc objectives through short distance and multi-hop communications. In fact,
the existing and potential applications of WSN span a very wide range including homeland
security, environmental monitoring, biomedical research, human imaging and tracking and
military applications [1]. The practical realization of these currently designed and envisioned
applications, however, directly depends on the eﬃcient real-time and reliable communication
capabilities of the deployed sensor network.
Recently, there has been considerable amount of research eﬀorts which have yielded many
promising communication protocols to address the challenges posed by the WSN paradigm [1].
The common feature of these research results is that they mainly address the energy-eﬃcient and
reliable data communication requirements of WSN. However, in addition to the energyeﬃciency and communication reliability, there exist many proposed WSN applications which
have strict delay bounds and hence mandate timely transport of the event features from the ﬁeld.
Many of the potential WSN applications such as real-time target tracking, homeland security,
process control, controlling the vehicle traﬃc in highways necessitate the reliable event transport
to be achieved within a certain application-speciﬁc delay bound. For instance, the accuracy and
eﬀectiveness of military WSN applications such as border surveillance and intrusion detection
are directly related to the timeliness of the reliable event detection at the sink, e.g. military
decision centre. Clearly, late detection of a certain event at the sink leads to the failure of the
ultimate objectives of the deployed WSN for such applications. Therefore, the communication
protocols, which only consider the energy-eﬃciency and transport reliability, are deemed to be
incapable of addressing the needs of applications, which have certain delay bounds.
Consequently, to assure reliable and timely event detection in WSN, reliable event transport
to the sink node within a certain delay bound must be eﬀectively handled by an eﬃcient
transport protocol mechanism. Several transport protocols have been developed for sensor
networks in recent years [1]. These protocols are mainly designed for congestion control and
reliable data delivery from the sink to the sensor nodes [2, 3] and from the sensor nodes to the
sink [4–6]. However, none of these protocols address the application-speciﬁc real-time delay
bounds of the reliable event transport in WSN. Clearly, there is an urgent need for a new realtime and reliable data transport solution with eﬃcient congestion detection and control
mechanisms for WSN.
To address this need, in this paper, the delay aware reliable transport (DART) protocol is
introduced for WSN. The DART protocol is a novel transport solution that seeks to achieve
reliable and timely event detection with minimum energy consumption and no congestion. It
enables the applications to perform right actions timely by exploiting both the correlation and
the collaborative nature of sensor networks. To achieve this objective, based on event transport
reliability and event-to-sink delay bound, a delay-constrained event-to-sink reliability notion is
deﬁned.
We emphasize that the DART protocol has been designed for use in typical WSN
applications involving event detection and signal estimation/tracking within a certain delay
bound, and not for guaranteed end-to-end data delivery services. Our work is motivated by the
fact that the sink is only interested in timely and reliable detection of event features from the
collective information provided by numerous sensor nodes and not in their individual reports, as
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Typical wireless sensor network architecture. The sink is only interested in collective information
of sensor nodes within certain delay bound and not in their individual data.

illustrated in Figure 1. The notion of delay-constrained event-to-sink reliability distinguishes the
DART protocol from other existing transport layer models that focus on end-to-end reliability.
To the best of our knowledge, reliable transport in WSN has not been studied from this
perspective before and this is the ﬁrst research eﬀort focusing on real-time and reliable event
data transport with minimum energy consumption in WSN.
In this paper, we have also extended our work in [7] by enhancing the protocol operations in
order to accommodate the scenarios where multiple concurrent events occur in the wireless
sensor ﬁeld. Such an enhancement is important since the data ﬂows generated by the multiple
events occurring simultaneously may not be always isolated in the wireless sensor network.
Thus, uncoordinated protocol actions may fail to achieve required delay-constrained event-tosink reliability and to resolve congestion for individual event ﬂows because of the interaction
between these ﬂows in the network. Therefore, it is necessary to accurately capture the event
occurrence situation in the network and accordingly act to assure the delay-constrained eventto-sink reliability with minimum energy expenditure for all of the multiple concurrent events in
the sensor ﬁeld. The description of DART protocol mechanisms for handling multiple
concurrent events, and the DART performance study corresponding to these scenarios can be
found in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a review of
related work in transport protocols in WSN and point out their inadequacies. In Section 3, we
describe the design principles and functionalities of the DART protocol in detail. In Section 4,
we explain combined congestion detection and control mechanism of the DART protocol. The
detailed protocol operation of the DART is described in Section 5. In Section 6, we explain how
the DART protocol operation accommodates the scenarios where multiple concurrent events
occur in the wireless sensor ﬁeld. Performance evaluation and simulation results are presented in
Section 7. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
Despite the considerable amount of research on several aspects of sensor networking, the
problems of real-time and reliable transport and congestion detection and control are yet to be
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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eﬃciently studied and addressed. The urgent need for an eﬃcient congestion detection and
control in WSN is pointed out in [8, 9]. In these works, it was shown that exceeding network
capacity can be detrimental to the observed throughput. However, these research eﬀorts do not
propose any speciﬁc solution for the problem they identify.
In another recent work [3], the pump slowly fetch quickly (PSFQ) mechanism is proposed for
reliable retasking/reprogramming of the sensors based on strict reliability measures in WSN.
However, PSFQ does not address packet losses due to congestion; and also its use for the
forward direction can lead to a waste of valuable resources. In [5], the reliable multi-segment
transport (RMST) protocol is proposed to utilize in-network caching and provide guaranteed
delivery of the data packets generated by the event ﬂows. However, RMST is also based on
end-to-end guaranteed reliability via in-network caching, which may bring signiﬁcant overhead.
The congestion detection and avoidance (CODA) protocol for sensor networks is presented in
[6]. However, the CODA does not address the reliable event transport to the sink in WSN [6].
On the contrary, it has been observed in the experiment results [6] that the congestion
control performed at the sensor nodes without considering the reliability objective impairs the
event-to-sink transport reliability. A new framework called GARUDA for providing sinkto-sensors reliability in WSN is introduced in [2]. The GARUDA incorporates an eﬃcient
pulsing-based solution, which informs the sensor nodes about an impending reliable shortmessage delivery by transmitting a speciﬁc series of pulses at a certain amplitude and period.
However, the GARUDA does not address sensors-to-sink reliability. In contrast to the
transport layer protocols for conventional end-to-end reliability, event-to-sink reliable transport
(ESRT) protocol is developed in [4], which is based on the event-to-sink reliability notion and
provides reliable event detection without any intermediate caching requirements and with
minimum energy expenditure in WSN. Despite ESRT includes an eﬃcient congestion control
component that serves the dual purpose of achieving reliability and conserving energy, it does
not take application speciﬁc real-time delay bounds into account while avoiding network
congestion.
A novel transmission control scheme for use at the MAC layer in WSN is proposed in [10]
with the main objective of per-node fair bandwidth share. Energy eﬃciency is maintained by
controlling the rate at which MAC layer injects packets into the channel. Although such an
approach can control the transmission rate of a sensor node, it neither considers congestion
control nor addresses reliable event detection. For similar reasons, the use of other MAC
protocols like the IEEE 802.11 DCF or S-MAC [11] that provide some form of hop reliability is
inadequate for reliable event detection in WSN.
In addition, transport solutions in wireless ad hoc networks [12–15] mainly focus on reliable
data transport following end-to-end TCP semantics and are proposed to address the challenges
posed by wireless link errors and mobility. The primary reason for their inapplicability in WSN
is their notion of end-to-end reliability. Furthermore, all these protocols bring considerable
memory requirements to buﬀer transmitted packets until they are ACKed by the receiver. In
contrast, sensor nodes have limited buﬀering space (54 KB in MICA motes [16]) and
processing capabilities.
In summary, although there exist the above discussed transport layer solutions for wireless ad
hoc and sensor networks, none of them addresses the problem of both reliability and real-time
delay bound requirements simultaneously. Clearly, there is a need for real-time and reliable
transport layer solution in WSNs that emphasizes on collective reliability, resource eﬃciency
and simplicity.
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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3. DART PROTOCOL DESIGN
In the following sections, we ﬁrst discuss the main design components of the DART protocol
in detail and then we present a case study to gain more insight regarding the challenges
of WSN.
3.1. Reliable event transport mechanism
In WSNs, sensors-to-sink transport does not require 100% reliability due to the
correlation among the sensor readings [4, 17]. Hence, conventional end-to-end reliability
deﬁnitions and solutions would only lead to over-utilization of scarce sensor resources.
On the other hand, the absence of reliable transport mechanism altogether can seriously
impair event detection. Thus, the sensors-to-sink transport paradigm requires a collective eventto-sink reliability notion rather than the traditional end-to-end reliability notion. The DART
protocol also considers the new notion of event-to-sink delay bound (described in Section 3.2) to
meet the application deadlines for proper operation of the deployed network. Based on both
event-to-sink reliability and event-to-sink delay bound notions, we introduce the following
deﬁnitions:
*

*

*

The observed delay-constrained event reliability (DRi ) is the number of received data
packets within a certain delay bound at the sink in a decision interval i:
The desired delay-constrained event reliability (DRn ) is the minimum number
of data packets required for reliable event detection within a certain applicationspeciﬁc delay bound. This lower bound for the reliability level is determined
by the application and based on the physical characteristics of the event signal being
tracked.
The delay-constrained reliability indicator (di ) is the ratio of the observed and desired delayconstrained event reliabilities, i.e. di ¼ DRi =DRn :

Based on the packets generated by the sensor nodes in the event area, the event features
are estimated and DRi is observed at each decision interval i to determine the necessary
action. If the observed delay-constrained event reliability is higher than the reliability bound, i.e.
DRi > DRn ; then the event is deemed to be reliably detected within a certain delay
bound. Otherwise, appropriate action needs to be taken to assure the desired reliability level
in the event-to-sink communication. For example, to increase the amount of information
transported from the sensors to the sink, reporting frequency of the sensors can be
increased properly while avoiding congestion in the network. Therefore, sensors-to-sink
transport reliability problem in WSN is to conﬁgure the reporting rate, f ; of source nodes so as to
achieve the required event detection reliability, DRn ; at the sink within the application-speciﬁc
delay bound.
3.2. Real-time event transport mechanism
To assure reliable and timely event detection, it is imperative that the event features are
reliably transported to the sink node within a certain delay bound. We call this event-to-sink
delay bound, De2s ; which is speciﬁc to application requirements and must be met so that the
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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application-speciﬁc objectives of the sensor network operation are achieved. The event-to-sink
delay bound has two main components as outlined below:
1. Event transport delay (Gtran ): It is mainly deﬁned as the time between when the event
occurs and when it is reliably transported to the sink node. Therefore, it involves the
following delay components:
(a) Buﬀering delay (tb;i ): It is the time spent by a data packet in the routing queue of an
intermediate forwarding sensor node i: It depends on the current network load and
transmission rate of each sensor node.
(b) Channel access delay (tc;i ): It is the time spent by the sensor node i to capture the
channel for transmission of the data packet generated by the detection of the event. It
depends on the channel access scheme in use, node density and the current network
load.
(c) Transmission delay (tt;i ): It is the time spent by the sensor node i to transmit the data
packet over the wireless channel. It can be calculated using transmission rate and the
length of the data packet.
(d) Propagation delay (tp;i ): It is the propagation latency of the data packet to reach the
next hop over the wireless channel. It mainly depends on the distance and channel
conditions between the sender and receiver.
2. Event processing delay (Gproc ): This is the processing delay experienced at the sink, when
the desired features of event are estimated using the data packets received from the sensor
ﬁeld. This may include a certain decision interval [4] during which the sink waits to receive
adequate samples from the sensors.
Let De2s be the event-to-sink delay bound for the data packet generated by the detection of
event. Then, for a reliable and timely event detection, it is necessary that
De2s 5Gtran þ Gproc

ð1Þ

# where N
# is the average hop
is satisﬁed. Here, Gtran is clearly a function of tb;i ; tc;i ; tt;i ; tp;i ; and N;
count from the source nodes to the sink node. Note that Gtran is directly aﬀected by the current
network load and the congestion level in the network. In addition, the network load depends on
the event reporting frequency, f ; which is used by the sensor nodes to send their readings of the
event. Hence, the main delay component that depends on the congestion control and thus, can
be controlled to a certain extent is the event transport delay, i.e. Gtran : More speciﬁcally, the
buﬀering delay, i.e. tb;i ; directly depends on the transport rate of the event and the queue
management and service discipline employed at each sensor node i: In addition, for the events
occurring at further distances to the sink node, the average number of hops that event data
# increases. Thus, it is more diﬃcult to provide event-to-sink delay bound for
packets traverse, N;
further event packets compared to closer ones. Considering that the per-hop propagation delay,
tp;i ; does not vary,z then the buﬀering delay, tb;i ; must be controlled, i.e. decreased, in order to
compensate the increase in the event transport delay so that the event-to-sink delay bound is
met.
z

While the channel access delay can also be controlled to a certain extent via priority-based QoS-aware MAC protocols
[1], we do not assume the presence of such MAC protocol.

Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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To accomplish this objective, the DART protocol introduces time critical event ﬁrst (TCEF)
scheduling policy. In fact, TCEF policy applies the general principles of earliest deadline ﬁrst
service discipline on each sensor node, which is shown to be the optimal scheduling policy when
real-time deadlines of the system are considered [18, 19]. However, we also integrate some novel
mechanisms so as to ﬁt it to unique challenges of sensor networks. For example, to update the
remaining time to deadline without a globally synchronized clock in the network, we measure
the elapsed time at each sensor and piggyback the elapsed time to the event packet so that the
following sensor can determine the remaining time to deadline without a globally synchronized
clock. Then, by using these elapsed time measurements and service index assignments of TCEF
policy, the event packets are given high priority at the sensor nodes, as their remaining time to
deadline decreases. This way, time critical sensor data obtain high priority along the path from
the event area to the sink node and is served ﬁrst, which is crucial to meet the application
deadlines. The details of elapsed time measurement and service index assignment mechanisms of
TCEF scheduling are omitted due to the lack of space.
Note that although TCEF policy makes it possible to meet deadlines in the normal operating
conditions of the network, in case of severe network congestion, it may become insuﬃcient to
provide delay-constrained event reliability. Hence, in addition to TCEF scheduling, the DART
protocol considers the event-to-sink delay bounds and congestion conditions in its reporting
rate update policies to assure timely and reliable event transport (see Section 5). In the
following, we present a case study to gain more insight regarding the communication challenges
of sensor network.
3.3. Case study
To investigate the relationship between the event-to-sink delay and the event reporting rate, we
develop an evaluation environment using ns-2 [20]. The parameters used in our case study are
listed in Table I. Event centres ðXev ; Yev Þ were randomly chosen and all sensor nodes within the
event radius behave as sources for that event. In this case study, the sink node receiving the data
is placed in the middle of the lower side of the deployment area. To communicate source data to
the sink node, we employed a simple CSMA/CA-based MAC protocol and dynamic source
routing (DSR) [21]. For each simulation, we run 10 experiments and take the average of the
measured values.
First, we investigate the impact of event reporting frequency on average event-to-sink
delay and on-time event delivery ratio. Here, on-time event delivery ratio represents the fraction

Table I. NS-2 simulation parameters.
Area of sensor ﬁeld
Number of sensor nodes
Radio range of a sensor node
Packet length
Buﬀer length
Transmit power
Receive power
Idle power
Decision interval (t)
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

200  200 m2
200
20 m
30 bytes
65 packets
0.660 W
0.395 W
0.035 W
1s
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1.5

1

n=41
n=62
n=81
n=102

On−time event delivery ratio

Average event−to−sink delay (s)
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0.5

0
100

101

102

Reporting frequency (s−1)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
100

103
(b)

n=41
n=62
n=81
n=102

1

101

102

103

Reporting frequency (s−1)

Figure 2. The eﬀect of varying reporting frequency of source nodes on: (a) average event-to-sink delay;
and (b) on-time event delivery ratio. The number of source nodes is denoted by n:

of data packets received within event-to-sink delay bound (which we refer to reliable
packets) over all data packets received in a decision interval. The results of our study are
shown in Figure 2 for diﬀerent number of source nodes, i.e. n ¼ 41; 62; 81; 102: Note that each
of these curves was obtained by varying the event reporting frequency, f ; for a randomly
chosen event centre (Xev ; Yev ) and corresponding number of sources, n: These values are
tabulated in Table II.
As shown in Figure 2(a) and (b), it is observed that as the event reporting frequency,
f ; increases, average event-to-sink delay remains constant and on-time event delivery is
ensured, until a certain f ¼ fmax at which network congestion is experienced. After this point,
the average event-to-sink delay starts to increase and on-time event delivery cannot be provided.
This is obvious because the increased network load due to higher reporting frequency leads
to increase in the buﬀer occupancy and network channel contention. Moreover, as the number
of sources increases, on-time event delivery ratio cannot be provided even at lower reporting
frequencies.
To further elaborate the relationship between observed delay-constrained event reliability,
DRi ; and the event reporting frequency, f ; we have observed the number of packets received
at the sink node in a decision interval, t: As shown in Figure 3, until a certain f ¼ fmax ; observed
delay-constrained event reliability and no delay-constrained event reliability} coincides, beyond
which delay-constrained event reliability signiﬁcantly deviates from no delay-constrained event
reliability. Furthermore, the observed delay-constrained event reliability, DRi ; shows a linear
increase (note the log scale) with source reporting rate, f ; until a certain f ¼ fmax ; beyond which
the observed delay-constrained event reliability drops. This is because the network is unable to
handle the increased injection of data packets and packets are dropped because of network
congestion and contention. Note that such an initial increase and a subsequent decrease in
observed delay-constrained event reliability is observed regardless of the number of source
nodes, n: It is also important to note that fmax decreases with increasing n; i.e. network
}

No delay-constrained event reliability represents the number of event packets received at the sink node irrespective of
their packet delay.

Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table II. Randomly selected event centres used in the simulations.
Number of source nodes

Event centre (Xev ;Yev )

Event radius

(75.2, 72.3)
(52.1, 149.3)
(59.2, 68.1)
(90.6, 119.1)

30 m
30 m
40 m
40 m

41
62
81
102

800
Number of received packets (n=62)

Number of received packets (n=41)

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
100

(a)

101
102
Reporting frequency (s−1)

500
400
300
200
100

(b)

101
102
Reporting frequency (s−1)

103

101
102
Reporting frequency (s−1)

103

700
Number of received packets (n=102)

Number of received packets (n=81)

(c)

600

0
100

103

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
100

700

101
102
Reporting frequency (s−1)

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
100

103

(d)

Figure 3. The number of received packets at the sink in a decision interval, when the number of sources:
(a) n ¼ 41; (b) n ¼ 62; (c) n ¼ 81; and (d) n ¼ 102:

congestion occurs at lower reporting frequencies with greater number of source nodes.
In addition, for f > fmax ; the DRi versus f behaviour is rather wavy as seen in Figure 3. An
intuitive explanation for such a behaviour is as follows. The number of received packets within a
certain delay bound, which is our delay-constrained event reliability, DR, is the diﬀerence
between the total number of source data packets, s; and the number of packets dropped by the
network, d: While s simply scales linearly with f ; the relationship between d and f is non-linear.
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In some cases, the diﬀerence s  d is seen to increase even though the network is congested. The
important point to note however, is that this wavy behaviour always stays well below the
maximum delay-constrained event reliability at f ¼ fmax :
Furthermore, the evaluation scenarios explored here represent densely deployment cases
where congestion is more likely to occur. As it is observed from Figure 3, as the number of
source nodes sending data packets increases, the maximum reporting frequency that the
network can accommodate, i.e. fmax ; decreases. However, note that the general DR versus f
behaviour remains the same. Hence, for the cases where the density is not that high, congestion
occurs at higher values of reporting frequency fmax : Note that the discussions in this section are
directly on the general DR versus f behaviour for diﬀerent event radiuses and number of source
nodes. Consequently, the results obtained here apply to the cases with lower densities as well.
In summary, with increasing reporting frequency, f ; a general trend of an initial increase and
a subsequent decrease (due to network congestion) in delay-constrained event reliability is
observed in our preliminary studies, as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, when the application
speciﬁc event-to-sink delay bound is considered, the observed delay-constrained event reliability
decreases signiﬁcantly with the network congestion. These observations conﬁrm the urgent need
for a delay-constrained event-to-sink reliable transport solution with an eﬃcient congestion
detection and control mechanism in WSN. In the following section, combined congestion
detection mechanism of the DART protocol is described in detail.

4. CONGESTION DETECTION AND CONTROL
In WSNs, because of the memory limitations of the sensor nodes and limited capacity of shared
wireless medium, congestion might be experienced in the network. Congestion leads to both
waste of communication and energy resources of the sensor nodes and also hampers the event
detection reliability because of packet losses [4, 9]. Hence, it is mandatory to address the
congestion in the sensor ﬁeld to achieve reliable event detection and minimize energy
consumption.
However, the conventional sender-based congestion detection methods for end-to-end
congestion control purposes cannot be applied here. The reason lies in the notion of delayconstrained event reliability rather than end-to-end reliability. Only the sink node, and not any
of the sensor nodes, can determine the delay-constrained reliability indicator di ¼ DRi =DRn ;
and act accordingly. In addition, for eﬃcient congestion detection in WSNs, the sensor nodes
should be aware of the network channel condition around them, since the communication
medium is shared and might be congested with the network traﬃc among other sensor nodes in
the neighbourhood [8]. Therefore, because of shared communication medium nature of WSNs,
the sensor nodes can experience congestion even if their buﬀer occupancy is small.
In this regard, the DART protocol uses a combined congestion detection mechanism based on
both average node delay calculation and local buﬀer level monitoring of the sensor nodes to
accurately detect congestion in the network. Note that average node delay at the sensor node
gives an idea about the contention around the sensor node, i.e. how busy the surrounding
vicinity of the sensor node. To compute the average node delay at the sensor i; the sensor takes
exponential weighted moving average of the elapsed time measurements (see Section 3.2).
In combined congestion detection mechanism of the DART protocol, any sensor node whose
buﬀer overﬂows due to excessive incoming packets or average node delay is above a certain
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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ID

CN
Destination Time
(1 bit)
Stamp

Payload

1165

FEC

Figure 4. A typical data packet with congestion notiﬁcation (CN) bit.

delay threshold value is said to be congested and it informs the congestion situation to the sink
node.} More speciﬁcally, the sink node is notiﬁed by the upcoming congestion condition in the
network by utilizing the congestion notiﬁcation (CN) bit in the header of the event packet as
shown in Figure 4. Therefore, if the sink node receives event packets whose CN bit is marked, it
infers that congestion is experienced in the last decision interval. In conjunction with the delayconstrained reliability indicator, di ; the sink can determine the current network state and adjust
the reporting frequency of the sensors.
Importantly, the algorithms of the DART protocol mainly run on resource-rich sink node,
with minimal functionality required at resource-constrained sensor nodes. To this end, the
DART protocol uses sink broadcast to communicate the updated reporting frequency to the
sensor nodes in order to avoid any feedback latency problem as well as to save scarce sensor
energy resources, which would be wasted if the new reporting frequency were communicated in
a multi-hop manner.

5. REPORTING FREQUENCY UPDATE POLICIES
In the previous sections, based on delay-constrained event reliability and event-to-sink delay
bound notions, we had deﬁned a new delay-constrained reliability indicator di ¼ DRi =DRn ; i.e.
the ratio of observed and desired delay-constrained event reliabilities. To determine proper
event reporting frequency update policies, we also deﬁne Ti ; which is the amount of time needed
to provide delay-constrained event reliability for a decision interval i: In conjunction with the
CN information (CN bit) and the values of fi ; di and Ti ; the sink node calculates the updated
reporting frequency, fiþ1 ; to be broadcast to source nodes in each decision interval. This
updating process is repeated until the optimal operating point is found, i.e. adequate reliability
and no congestion state is obtained. Note that in WSNs the DRi versus f characteristics can
change with dynamic topology resulting from either the failure or temporary power-down of
sensor nodes. Hence, an eﬃcient transport protocol should keep track of the reliability observed
at the sink and accordingly conﬁgure the operating point. In the following sections, we describe
the details of the reporting frequency update policies.
5.1. Early reliability and no congestion (ER,NC) state
In this state, the required reliability level speciﬁc to application is reached before the eventto-sink delay bound, i.e. Ti 4De2s : Also, no congestion is observed at the sink, i.e. CN ¼ 0:
However, the observed delay-constrained event reliability, DRi ; is larger than desired delayconstrained event reliability, DRn : This is because source nodes transmit event data more
}

To avoid reacting to transient network behaviour and to increase the accuracy of congestion detection, the DART
protocol detects congestion, if the node delay measurements exceed a delay threshold more than a certain number of
successive times.
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frequently than required. The most important consequence of this state is excessive energy
consumption of the sensors. Therefore, the reporting frequency should be decreased cautiously
to conserve energy. This reduction should be performed cautiously so that the delay-constrained
event-to-sink reliability is always maintained. Thus, the sink decreases the reporting frequency
in a controlled manner. Intuitively, we try to ﬁnd a balance between saving energy and
maintaining reliability. Hence, the updated reporting frequency can be expressed as follows:
Ti
fiþ1 ¼ fi
ð2Þ
De2s
5.2. Early reliability and congestion (ER,C) state
In this state, the required reliability level speciﬁc to application is reached before the event-tosink delay bound, i.e. Ti 5De2s : Also, congestion is observed at the sink, i.e. CN ¼ 1: However,
the observed delay-constrained event reliability, DRi ; is larger than desired delay-constrained
event reliability, DRn : In this situation, the DART protocol decreases reporting frequency in
order to avoid congestion and save the limited energy of sensors. This reduction should be in a
controlled manner so that the delay-constrained event-to-sink reliability is always maintained.
However, the reporting frequency can be decreased more aggressively than the case of early
reliability and no congestion. This is because in this case, we are further from optimal operating
point. Here, we try to avoid congestion as soon as possible. Hence, the updated reporting
frequency can be expressed as follows:


Ti ðTi =De2s Þ
fiþ1 ¼ min fi
; fi
ð3Þ
De2s
5.3. Low reliability and no congestion (LR,NC) state
In this state, the required reliability level speciﬁc to application is not reached before the eventto-sink delay bound, i.e. Ti > De2s : Also, no congestion is observed at the sink, i.e. CN ¼ 0; and
the observed delay-constrained event reliability, DRi ; is lower than desired delay-constrained
event reliability, DRn : This can be caused by (i) packet loss due to wireless link errors, (ii) failure
of intermediate relaying nodes, (iii) inadequate data packets transmitted by source nodes.
Packet loss due to wireless link errors might be observed in WSN due to energy ineﬃciency of
powerful error correction and retransmission techniques. However, regardless of the packet
error rate, the total number of packets lost due to link errors is expected to scale proportionally
with the reporting frequency, f : Here, we make the assumption that the net eﬀect of channel
conditions on packet loss does not deviate appreciably in successive decision intervals. This is
reasonable with static sensor nodes, slowly time-varying [4] and spatially separated channels for
communication from event-to-sink in WSN applications. Furthermore, when intermediate
nodes fail, packets that need to be routed through these nodes are dropped. This can cause a
reduction in reliability even if enough number of data packets is transmitted by source nodes.
However, fault-tolerant routing/re-routing in WSN is provided by several existing routing
algorithms [1]. DART protocol can work with any of these routing schemes. Therefore, to
achieve required event reliability, we need to increase the data reporting frequencies of source
nodes. Here, we exploit the fact that the DR versus. f relationship in the absence of congestion,
i.e. for f 5fmax ; is linear (see Section 3.3). In this regard, we use the multiplicative increase
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strategy to calculate updated reporting frequency, which is expressed as follows:
fiþ1 ¼ fi

DRn
DRi

ð4Þ

5.4. Low reliability and congestion (LR,C) state
In this state, the required reliability level speciﬁc to application is not reached before the eventto-sink delay bound, i.e. Ti > De2s : Also, congestion is observed at the sink, i.e. CN ¼ 1; and the
observed delay-constrained event reliability, DRi ; is lower than desired delay-constrained event
reliability, DRn : This situation is the worst possible case, since desired delay-constrained event
reliability is not reached, network congestion is observed and thus, restricted energy of sensors is
wasted. Hence, the DART protocol aggressively reduces reporting frequency to reach optimal
reporting frequency as soon as possible. Therefore, to assure suﬃcient decrease in the reporting
frequency, the reporting frequency is exponentially decreased and the updated frequency can be
expressed as follows:
ðDRi =DRn =kÞ

fiþ1 ¼ fi

ð5Þ

where k denotes the number of successive decision intervals for which the network has remained
in the same situation including the current decision interval, i.e. k51: Here, the purpose is to
decrease reporting frequency with greater aggression, if a network state transition is not
detected.

Figure 5. Algorithm of the DART protocol operation.
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5.5. Adequate reliability and no congestion (AR,NC) state
In this state, the network is within b tolerance of the optimal operating point, i.e. f 5fmax and
1  b4di 41 þ b: Hence, the reporting frequency of source nodes is left constant for the next
decision interval
fiþ1 ¼ fi

ð6Þ

Here, our aim is to operate as close to di ¼ 1 as possible, while utilizing minimum network
resources and meeting event-to-sink delay bounds. For practical purposes, we deﬁne a tolerance
level, b; for optimal operating point. If at the end of decision interval i; the delay-constrained
reliability indicator di is within ½1  b; 1 þ b and if no congestion is detected in the network,
then the network is in (adequate reliability, no congestion) state. In this state, the event is
deemed to be reliably and timely detected at the sink node and the reporting frequency remains
unchanged. Note that greater proximity to the optimal operating point can be achieved with
small b: However, smaller the b; greater the convergence time needed to reach corresponding
(adequate reliability, no congestion) state. The entire DART protocol operation is presented in
the pseudo-algorithm given in Figure 5.

6. MULTIPLE EVENT OCCURRENCES
The DART protocol operation deﬁned in Section 5 directly applies to the scenarios where
a single event occurs in the wireless sensor ﬁeld. In this section, we extend DART protocol in
order to accommodate the cases where multiple events concurrently occur in the same
wireless sensor ﬁeld. The DART protocol operation in case of multiple events is inspired by
our previous work in [4]. In Section 6.1, we explain how DART mechanisms can accurately
detect multiple event occurrences and extract the required information for the protocol
operation. Then, we present the DART protocol operation in multiple event scenarios in
Section 6.2.
6.1. Multiple event detection
In order to address the scenarios where multiple events occur simultaneously, it is necessary to
accurately obtain the following information:
1. Is there a single or multiple concurrent events in the wireless sensor ﬁeld?
2. If there are multiple events, are the generated data ﬂows from sensor nodes to the sink
passing through any common node?
In order to accurately capture the answers to these two questions, the sink utilizes the Event
ID ﬁeld of a data packet shown in Figure 4. Note that this ﬁeld accurately provides the answer
to the ﬁrst question above. If all of the data packets received by the sink carry the same Event
ID, then there is a single event in the ﬁeld. Hence, the sink achieves the desired event-to-sink
reliability with minimum energy expenditure using the DART protocol operation as explained
in Section 5.
If the sink receives data packets carrying diﬀerent event IDs in their Event ID ﬁelds as in
Figure 4, it infers that multiple concurrent events occurred in the sensor ﬁeld.
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In this case, it is necessary to ﬁnd the answer to the second question above, i.e. if there are any
common sensor nodes serving as a router for the ﬂows generated by these multiple events. This
information is detrimental to the selection of appropriate DART operation due to the reasons
as follows. If there is no common wireless sensor node performing routing for these multiple
events occurred simultaneously, then the ﬂows generated by these multiple events are isolated,
i.e. do not share any common path. Thus, in this case, DART protocol can address delay-aware
reliability requirements of these multiple events individually with the default DART operation
explained in Section 5.
If there exist common sensor nodes performing routing for the multiple events occurred
simultaneously, then the ﬂows generated by these events are not isolated. In this case, treating
them individually may not always lead to the best possible solution. This is because any action
taken by the sink on any of these ﬂows may alter the reliability level and the congestion situation
of the other event ﬂows. Therefore, protocol actions need to be taken cautiously and considering
all of the concurrent event ﬂows in the wireless sensor ﬁeld. The updated DART protocol
operation in order to accommodate these cases are explained in Section 6.2.
Furthermore, if indeed there exist such common router sensor nodes, it is necessary to learn
which event ﬂows share these common nodes. For this purpose, the sink utilizes the Event ID
ﬁeld of a data packet shown in Figure 4. Here, we assume that Event ID ﬁeld shown in Figure 4
is a multidimensional ﬁeld which can accommodate the Event IDs of several events occurring
simultaneously. Therefore, the additional functionality required at the sensor nodes which
perform routing can be stated as follows:
1. A sensor node keeps the event-list, i.e. the list of IDs of the events it serves as a router node
in the wireless sensor ﬁeld.
2. When the node receives a new data packet, it checks its event-list and the multidimensional Event ID ﬁeld of this data packet.
(a) If there exists an ID in its event-list, which is not in the multidimensional Event ID
ﬁeld of this data packet, the sensor node
*
*

adds this ID on top of the Event ID ﬁeld of this data packet,
forwards the packet.

(b) If there is not such ID, then the sensor node checks if its event-list includes the ﬁrst
element of the multidimensional Event ID ﬁeld of this packet. If so, then the router
sensor node leaves its event-list and the packet header intact and forwards the packet.
If not, it adds the ﬁrst element of the multidimensional Event ID ﬁeld of this packet
into its event-list and leaves the packet intact and forwards it.
6.2. DART operation in multiple event scenarios
As described in Section 6.1, the sink utilizes the Event ID ﬁeld of a data packet in order to
capture information about the multiple event occurrence in the wireless sensor ﬁeld.
If a single event occurs in the ﬁeld, i.e. all of the data packets received by the sink carry the
same Event ID, then the sink brings the network state S to the ðAR; NCÞ state with the default
DART protocol operation as explained in Section 5.
For the multiple event occurrence scenarios, the DART protocol operation varies based
on whether the ﬂows generated by these multiple events are isolated or not as explained in
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Section 6.1. Hence, the detailed protocol operation for these two distinct cases are explained in
the following sections.
6.2.1. Multiple isolated events. If there are multiple concurrent events in the sensor ﬁeld, i.e. the
sink receives data packets with diﬀerent Event IDs, then the sink checks the Event ID ﬁelds of
the data packets it received at the end of decision interval i: If all of the data packets have a
single value in their multidimensional Event ID ﬁelds, it infers that the ﬂows generated by these
multiple events are isolated and do not share any common router sensor node.
In this case, let Ski and fik be the current network state and the reporting frequency for the
event k: Note that DART determines the current network state for event k; i.e. Ski ; from the
reliability indicator Zki computed by the sink for decision interval i as explained in Section 5.
k
Thus, the sink calculates the updated reporting frequency fiþ1
based on Ski ; Zki and fik and
broadcasts it to the sensor nodes in the event radius of event k in order to bring the network
state to the ðAR; NCÞ state for the ﬂows generated by event k: Consequently, the sink achieves
the event-to-sink reliability requirements of these multiple events individually with the default
DART operation explained in Section 5.
6.2.2. Multiple events passing through common nodes. If there are data packets which carry
multiple event IDs in their Event ID ﬁelds, then the sink infers that there exist common sensor
nodes routing the ﬂows generated by these diﬀerent events. Therefore, the ﬂows generated by
these multiple events are not isolated. Hence, an action taken by the sink for any of these events
may aﬀect the reliability and congestion situation of the other events’ ﬂows.
In this case, instead of treating these event ﬂows independently, it is better to take action
cautiously and considering all of the concurrent event ﬂows in the wireless sensor ﬁeld. This is
mainly because of the fact that the primary objective of DART is to achieve ESRT. This leads to
the fact that the event ﬂows which are in diﬀerent network states pose diﬀerent levels of urgency
in terms of protocol action. For example, while in state ððER; NCÞÞ no congestion is experienced
and the observed reliability is higher than required, it is completely opposite in state ððLR; CÞÞ
where there is a congestion in the network and the event-to-sink reliability is not achieved.
Hence, the event ﬂows whose current network state are ððLR; CÞÞ have greater urgency and
hence high priority in terms of action to be taken by the sink. Similarly, although there is no
congestion in both of the states ððLR; NCÞÞ and ððER; NCÞÞ; the event ﬂows which are currently
in state ððLR; NCÞÞ do not receive their desired reliability levels and has higher priority than the
ones in state ððER; NCÞÞ: With this respect, we group the network states fððLR; CÞÞ;
ððLR; NCÞÞ; ððER; CÞÞ; ððER; NCÞÞg into high priority states, i.e. ððLR; CÞÞ; ððLR; NCÞÞ; and low
priority states, i.e. ððER; CÞÞ; ððER; NCÞÞ; based on the observed reliability level associated with
each of these network states.
Consequently, the sink takes the required action based on the priority of the network states of
the multiple concurrent events sharing the same router sensor nodes. Let Ne be the number of
concurrent events whose ﬂows are passing through common router sensor nodes. The IDs of
these events are obtained from the multidimensional Event ID ﬁeld of the received data packets
as explained in Section 6.1. Let Ski and fik be the current network state and the reporting
frequency for the event k for k 2 Ne :
1. The sink determines the network state Ski for each of the ﬂows generated by the event
k 2 Ne at the end of decision interval i as described in Section 5.
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2. If there are events whose network states are high priority, i.e. 9j 2 Ne such that Sji ¼
ððLR; CÞÞ or Sji ¼ ððLR; NCÞÞ:
(a) The sink immediately performs the default DART operation described in Section 5
for these events. That is, the sink calculates and broadcasts the updated reporting
j
frequency fiþ1
to the sensor nodes which are in the radius of event j; i.e. 8j with
j
Si ¼ ððLR; CÞÞ or Sji ¼ ððLR; NCÞÞ: This action is more urgent to take because these
events are not reliably communicated to the sink hence the ﬁrst priority action is to
make these events reach their desired reliability levels within their delay bounds.
(b) The sink does not update the reporting frequencies for the other event ﬂows
j
whose network states are low priority, i.e. fiþ1
¼ fij 8j with Sji ¼ ððER; CÞÞ or Sji ¼
ððER; NCÞÞ:
This is because the actions taken for the events ﬂows whose network states are high
priority (step 2.(a)) may aﬀect these events which already have higher reliability.
Therefore, any further simultaneous action to minimize energy expenditure of these
ﬂows is avoided to not to compromise their reliability levels. Note that this is also
consistent with the primary objective of DART protocol operation which is to achieve
delay-aware reliability.
3. If there are no events whose network states are high priority, i.e. Sji ¼ ððER; CÞÞ or Sji ¼
ððER; NCÞÞ 8j 2 Ne ; then the sink follows the default DART operation described in
j
Section 5 for these events. That is, it calculates the updated reporting frequency fiþ1
and
broadcasts it to the sensor nodes which are in the event radius of event j 8j 2 Ne :
The sink repeats these steps until all of the event ﬂows reach to the ðAR; NCÞ state
as described in Section 5. As a result, the DART protocol operation described in Section 5
can accommodate the scenarios where multiple events occur simultaneously in the wireless
sensor ﬁeld.
7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the DART protocol for WSN, we once again developed
an evaluation environment using ns-2 [20]. For all our simulations presented here, the number
of sources, event-to-sink delay bound and tolerance level were selected as n ¼ 81; De2s ¼ 1 s
and b ¼ 5%; respectively. The event radius was ﬁxed at 40 m: We run 10 experiments for
each simulation conﬁguration. Each data point on the graphs is averaged over 10 simulation
runs. The main performance metrics that we employ to measure the performance of the
DART protocol are the convergence time to (adequate reliability, no congestion) state from
any other initial network states and average energy consumption per packet ðEi Þ for each
decision interval.
The DART protocol convergence results are shown in Figure 6 for diﬀerent initial network
states. As shown in Figure 6, it is observed that the DART protocol converges to (adequate
reliability, no congestion) state starting from any of the other initial network states discussed in
Section 5. The performance of our reporting frequency update policies for event-to-sink
transport can also be seen from the trace values listed in Figure 6. In this context, DART is selfconﬁguring and can perform eﬃciently under random, dynamic topology frequently
encountered in WSN applications. In addition to convergence time, the average energy
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Figure 6. The DART protocol trace, when: (a) early reliability and no congestion; (b) early reliability and
congestion; (c) low reliability and no congestion; and (d) low reliability and congestion, is observed.

consumed per packet during event-to-sink transport, i.e. Ei ; is also observed. As shown in the
Figure 6, Ei decreases as the (no congestion, adequate reliability) state is approached. This
shows that energy consumption of the sensor nodes is also decreased while providing reliability
constraints and delay bounds. Due to limited energy resources of the sensors, this result is also
important for the proper operation of WSN.
To further investigate the DART protocol’s convergence results, we have compared
DART with ESRT [4] protocol in terms of convergence time to (adequate reliability,
no congestion) state. The reason why we compare DART with ESRT is that both of
them is based on event-to-sink reliability notion unlike the other transport layer
protocols addressing conventional end-to-end reliability in WSNs. As shown in Figure 7, the
convergence time of DART is much smaller than that of ESRT for diﬀerent initial network
states. This is because ESRT does not consider application speciﬁc delay bounds in its protocol
operations.
To elaborate the relationship between the event-to-sink delay notion and the DART
protocol operation, in Figure 8, we have also observed the delay distributions of the event
packets received at the sink, when there is a transition from (low reliability, congestion)
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Figure 7. The comparison of DART and ESRT [4] in terms of convergence times.

state to (adequate reliability, no congestion) state. As seen in Figure 8, when the
(adequate reliability, no congestion) state is approached, the delay of the event data
packets also decreases. This is because the DART protocol takes event-to-sink delay
bounds into account, while adjusting reporting rate of sensor nodes and avoiding network
congestion.
Furthermore, we run simulation experiments to assess the DART performance in multiple
events scenarios. We use the same sensor node and simulation conﬁgurations provided in
Table I. We run ﬁve experiments for each simulation conﬁguration. Events occur at random
points in the sensor ﬁeld. Figure 9 show the average of ﬁve simulation experiment results for
each graph. We ﬁrst observe the number of intervals it takes for all of the event ﬂows to
converge to (adequate reliability, no congestion) state.
In the ﬁrst scenario, we perform simulation experiments for the cases where the
ﬂows generated by the multiple events are isolated and do not share any common
router sensor node. As shown in Figure 9, the average number of decision intervals it takes
for all of the event ﬂows to converge to the (adequate reliability, no congestion) state
does not vary signiﬁcantly for varying number of multiple concurrent events. This is mainly
because the ﬂows generated by these multiple events are isolated and hence DART brings the
network state of these ﬂows to (adequate reliability, no congestion) individually as explained in
Section 5.
In the second scenario, we perform simulation experiments for the cases where the
ﬂows generated by the multiple events are not isolated and there are common router
sensor nodes routing these multiple ﬂows in the sensor ﬁeld. As shown in Figure 10, the
average number of decision intervals it takes for all of the event ﬂows to converge (adequate
reliability, no congestion) state slightly increases with the number of concurrent events. This is
mainly because the ﬂows generated by these multiple events are not isolated and hence
the DART protocol considers the priority of the current network states of these ﬂows
as explained in Section 6.2. Therefore, the sensor nodes which are in the radius of the
events that already have adequate reliability may not experience reporting frequency
update at the end of each decision interval. Thus, the number of decision intervals it takes
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 8. Packet delay distributions in: (a) (low reliability, congestion); (b) (low reliability, no congestion);
and (c) (adequate reliability, no congestion) states.

for those events to converge increases. Note also that the minimum and maximum
number of decision intervals required for convergence also vary with the number of multiple
concurrent events due to the same reason. However, as shown in Figure 10, the increase
in the convergence time is small even in case of ﬁve non-isolated concurrent events. Hence,
the DART protocol can eﬀectively address the cases where multiple events occur
simultaneously.
Note that, in these experiments, we do not assume that the underlying layer protocols, i.e.
network, MAC and physical layer protocols, provide any additional support for meeting
application-speciﬁc real-time delay requirements. Intuitively, we anticipate that the performance
of DART protocol further improves, when deployed on top of lower layer communication
protocols, which also provide real-time support. The evaluation of such scenario is beyond the
scope of this paper and left as a future work.
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congestion) state for varying number of multiple concurrent events. In this set of experiments, the multiple
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Figure 10. The number of decision intervals for all of the event ﬂows to converge to (adequate reliability,
no congestion) state for varying number of multiple concurrent events. In this set of experiments, the
multiple concurrent events are not isolated.

8. CONCLUSION
The notion of delay-constrained event-to-sink reliability is necessary for timely and reliable
transport of event features in WSN. This is due to the fact that the sink is only interested in
timely collective information of a number of source nodes and not in individual sensor reports.
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Based on such a delay-constrained collective reliability notion, the delay aware reliable
transport (DART) protocol for WSN is presented in this paper.
The DART protocol is a novel transport solution that seeks to achieve reliable and timely
event detection with minimum possible energy consumption and no congestion. It enables the
applications to perform right actions timely by exploiting both the correlation and the
collaborative nature of sensor networks. To the best of our knowledge, reliable and timely event
transport in WSN has not been studied from delay-constrained event-to-sink reliability
perspective before.
In addition, the DART protocol has been tailored to meet the unique requirements of WSN.
Its combined congestion detection and control mechanism serves the dual purpose of achieving
reliability and conserving energy. It also considers event-to-sink delay bounds, while
dynamically adjusting reporting frequency of the source nodes and avoiding network
congestion. Moreover, it eﬀectively addresses the cases, where multiple events occur in the
wireless sensor ﬁeld. Performance evaluation via simulation experiments show that the DART
protocol achieves high performance in terms of reliable event detection, communication latency
and energy consumption. Future work includes the implementation of the developed protocol
on a physical testbed.
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